Capturing time-resolved changes in molecular structure by negative staining.
Imaging structural intermediates of biological processes is a key step in understanding biological function. Because intermediates are commonly short-lived, lasting only milliseconds, the main methods used to capture them have been conventional imaging of analog or inhibited states, having extended lifetimes, or rapid (millisecond timescale) freezing of intermediates with subsequent observation by cryo-EM. We have developed a simpler method that fixes structure on the millisecond timescale. The procedure consists of briefly (milliseconds) exposing the macromolecular structure of interest on an EM grid to conditions that initiate the structural change, then immediately fixing with uranyl acetate or tannic acid. Specimens are then observed by negative staining. The key finding that validates this approach is our demonstration that uranyl acetate, and in some cases tannic acid, fixes protein molecular structure on the millisecond timescale. This is demonstrated by our observation that exposure of actin and myosin filaments to these fixatives for as little as 10 ms is sufficient to fully preserve them against changes that normally induce rapid and major alteration in their molecular structure. Fixation appears to stabilize both ionic and hydrophobic bonds. This approach should be of general utility for studying transient molecular changes in many systems.